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Davisware, Inc. to release S2K Vision in 2016
WEST DUNDEE, IL (December 8, 2015) – The official release of Davisware, Inc.’s highly-anticipated follow-up to S2K
(formerly S2000) will debut in early February 2016. Known as S2K Vision, this will be the first major re-write of the
product since 1999. The release includes substantial enhancements from the current S2K platform. These
enhancements include replacing the antiquated Pervasive database with an industry-standard SQL database. In
addition to the powerful and dynamic database enhancement, key areas of improvements include imbedded credit
card processing, a fully-integrated documentation management tool, customer service web portal and many other
coveted functions.
This new product can be cloud- or server-based and is capable of running within a browser; making it completely
portable to contractors around the world. When combined with other Davisware products, including Remote Field
Service (RFS) and Global One Fleet (GOF) GPS, S2K Vision will provide contractors the power of a complete and
cost-effective end-to-end business solution. Partnered with these solutions, S2K Vision boasts itself as the only
single source solution in the marketplace for the small to medium-sized contracting sector.
In conjunction with the new release, Davisware is committed to providing many educational opportunities,
including both classroom training and webinars. S2K Vision will also be a top subject at the upcoming 2016
Davisware User Conference in May. It is advised and encouraged that all S2K licensees attend.
For more information on how to become a S2K Vision company, or to find out more about scheduled educational
opportunities, please visit Davisware’s Training Courses page via
www.davisware.com/Support/S2KTrainingSchedule.aspx.
S2K lead the industry in 1977 when it introduced the first of its kind electronic “D-Board.” Since then, it has lead
the marketplace as the unquestionable industry leader.
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